
WRITE A PROGRAM FOR SELECTION SORT IN C LANGUAGE

Selection sort in C: C program for selection sort to sort numbers. This code implements selection sort algorithm to
arrange numbers of an array in ascending .

Selection Sort Algorithm: Algorithm scans through the data, looking for either the smallest or the largest
element depending upon you in the set and then swaps it with the first or the last element of Data set. Selection
sort is efficient when memory is limited and over a small set of data, while make it more complex and
inefficient on large set of data and become more worse as compare to insertion sort. This is all about Selection
Sort in C with Explanation. Descending order: descending order is the exact opposite of ascending order. This
is undesirable. Now that the largest element has reached its correct position for instance, 5 reached the last
position , we can simply ignore it and concentrate on the rest of the array [1, 4, 2, 3] in the above case. But to
find out the smallest element, we need to iterate and check for all the elements in the array. Given a data that is
sorted in ascending order, reverse it and you will get the data in descending order. Now, we are asked to
arranged the data as per the given order. Note: For most efficient algorithm as per time complexity, you can
use heap or merge sort. Now again, 4, 3 is incorrect so we do another swap and get [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Happy
Programming! However, it uses very small amount of memory to replace the elements. Similarly the loop
continues until the last two items in the data set. So iterations take O n time. Due to the similar nature of the 2
orders, we often drop the actual order and we say â€” we want to sort the data. If you want to sort the array in
descending order, step 2 in the algorithm find the largest element rather than the smallest element. As an
example, check this graphic that pictorially depicts how bubble sort works. So, at the end of the first pass, the
largest element will always reach its correct position. The arrangement of data in a particular order is called as
sorting of the data by that order. You can take the array elements as user input as well. One such well-known
technique that we will discuss in this blog is called Bubble Sort. There are some better algorithms like merge
sort in C , etc that take O nlog2n iterations. What is Sorting â€” Definition Often in real life, we are supposed
to arrange data in a particular order. Now the Data is sorted. No extra space is required in-place sorting The
drawback of selection sort: It has very high time complexity. You can also check if the array is already sorted
before applying selection sort. These data arrangements give easier access to data for future use for ex. Here,
the largest element in the rest of the array which is 4 will be nothing but the second largest element in the
array. Sorting forms a great case study for those who want to learn Data Structures and Algorithms. So, we are
asked to arrange the elements of this array in such a way that each element is smaller than its successor. It
takes the complexity of O n. Easiest to implement and to code. However, 4, 2 is an incorrect order. Problem
statement We are given an array or a list of data. Next, we see that 5 should again not be on the left of 4.


